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The following is a portion of an article by A . H . Argue appearing in the fi.rst issue of the first Pentecostal publication published in Palestine, published in 1908, which recently came into the
hands of the editor.
Published in Jerusalem, Palestint
Asia, August 1908, No. 1.
This is the outpouring of the Spirit in the with other tongues, that they also had received the
latter days, the last message the Lord is going to Holy Ghost, still further proving Acts 11. The
give to this dying world. PENTECOST.
day bas come when, if our experience does not
The word "Pentecost" is probably attracting measure up to the Word of God, we will not be
more attention today than at any time since apos- able to convince others that we have the experience
we profess. Pentecost is just the same today. The
tolic days.
Lord does not want us to throw away any exNow when the disciples tarried as commanded perience we have had. Many saints were filled with
on the day when Pentecost had fully come, the the Holy Ghost before Pentecost. Jesus said, "/
Word of God says they were all filled with !'°'e will pray the Father and he shall send you another
Holy Ghost and began to speak with other tongues Comforter."
as the Spirit gave them utterance. WithGod is trying to get a people upon whom He
out the speaking in tongu,s no man could say be can bestow gifts, those who are
willing to stay at
received the Baptism just as the disciples did. When His feet, that signs and wonders
may be done in
this was noised abroad the multitude came to- the name of the holy child
Jesus Christ. His greatgether and were confounded because- every man est opposers were the chief priests,
scribes and
heard them speak in his own tongue.
Pharisees. How they tried to tangle Him because
When Peter preached the Baptism of the Ho! y He did not come just as they expected! Beloved,
Ghost to the Gentiles, Acts 10:44, 46, the Word He is coming to His own sanctified ones today, and
proves he and his company believed tbat the Gen- they are rejecting Him because He is not coming
tiles had received the gift of the Hol) Ghost. for just as expected. But be careful not to grieve the
they heard them speak with tongues and magnify Holy Spirit.
God.
We do not believe it reasonable or scriptural
Notice how plain Peter makes the statement: to teach that all who receive the Baptism with the
"for w• heard them speak with tongues and Ho! y Ghost receive the gift of tongues; neverthemagnify God."
This would prove that Peter less all who receive the Baptism man ifest the disand his company had spoken in tongues tinguishing feature or evidence of pentecostal Bap,
when they received the Holy Ghost and tism, the speaking in tongues as the Spirit gives
they believed it witnessed when the Gentiles spoke utterance.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS
t:JJy The Editor

safeguard human liberty and social
justice.
66THE PREACHER has a great time.
"Our major task is to mobilize pubIf his hair is gray, he is too lic opinion so the United Sl'ates will
old. If he is a young man, he hasn't publicly proclaim its refusal to parhad experience. If he has ten children, ticipate in the Olympic games in
be has too many ; if he has none, he Berlin ; to continue to expose Nazism
isn't setting a good example. If his until it crashes; to counteract the efwife sings in the choir, she is presum- fect of world-wide Nazi propaganda
ing; if she doesn't, she isn' t interested against democracy, as well as Hitler's
in her husband's work. If a preacher nationalistic. militaristic , anti-Jewish,
reads from notes, he is a bore; if he anti-Catholic, anti-Christ, anti-labor,
speaks extemporaneou sly. he isn't anti-progress for women. the emancideep enough. If he stays at home in pation of humanity from the spirirual
his study. he does not mix enough diseases that thrive on social injuswith the people; if he is seen around tice, and the bitterness and suffering
the streets, he ought to be at home of its human beings."
getting up a good sermon. If he calls
Halloween "Devil Worship"
on some poor family, he is playing to
the grandstand. If he calls at the
Why celebrate Halloween? What
home of the wealthy, he is an aristo- is the origin of this hilarious festival?
crat. Whatever he does, someone Usually around the night of October
could have told him to do "better." 3 1st people in all walks of life are
-The Churchman.
discussing this ·'alle halowene tyd"
or '· all hallows tide."
Olympics and the Jews
Like most Christian festivals, (so
A nation-wide movement to oppose
this celebration is associated
called)
American participation in the I 936
Olympic games in Gl'!rmany is spon- with ancient pagan rites and customs.
sored by the Jewish War Veterans of It is traditionally devoted to merrythe United States. Abraham Kraditor, ~aking, with playful ceremonies and
charms to discover future husbands
commander- in-chief says:
"The peoples of the world are and wives. Celebrated as Halloween,
aghast at the barbarian Nazi persecu- the evening preceding all-hallow, or
tion of Jews, Catholics and Protes- All Saints' Day, it is now chiefly
tants in Germany, because of their known as the eve of the Christian
festival. This holiday had a far from
religious faith alone.
" The German people are held in saintly founding. Halloween long
complete ignorance of the attitude of antedates Christianity and history
the world toward their misguided shows that the ancient Druids, devilleaders, just as they were in the clos- worshippers and believers in human
sacrifice that they were, made this
ing days of the world war.
night an occasion for carrying on the
to
"There is only one way to get
the German people our message of wildest orgies of their cult. The supwhat the world thinks of their bar- erstition still believed in by many
baric, ruthless. murderous leaders. that this is the one night in the year
I et the German people sense our pro- during which ghosts and witches are
test by the absence of the American most likely to wander abroad was
flag and American athletes at the lar~ely based on the old Druidical
rites. These pre-Roman priests would
Olympic games next year."
Alexander Brin, editor of the Jew- gather their clans on Halloween and
ish Advocate, urged support of the with mystic symbols call forth the
wicked souls of the departed. Their
movement, saying:
principal god was Saman, Lord of
1ook
would
people
American
"If the
to Europe carefully and realize what Death.
Halloween as observed in modern
is going on. they would thank Go<l
they are privileged to live under the times also appears to have been deAmerican flag. With the presence in rived partly from the festival of Pothe world today of a menacing pagan- mona celebrated in old Rome at the
i m and tyranny aimed at the de- harvest season. This undoubtedly
struction of religion, civilization, jus- accounts for the popular association
tice. tolerance, and representative of pumpkins, fruits, etc., of autumn
government. at no period in all hu- with Halloween (All Saints' Day or
man history was the need so great for Hallowrnas). Fear God and keep His
rnlightencd Christians an<l Jews to commandment s and be- free from paunderstand each other and unite to ganism ancient and modern.
Pity the Preacher
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In the 16th chapter of Acts we read about
Lydia. the pious purple-seller, "whose heart the

Lord opened that she attended unto the things
which were spohen of Paul." AN OPEN HEART!
There is a wealth of meaning in these words. All
the blessing in her life, her household. her town
of Philippi, came as a result of having her heart
opened by God to all His ricb working and revelation. Has this not ever boen the starting point of
blessing, of revival. of spiritual development?
Somebody's heart was opened to God's movingand God came until salvation and glory spread far
and near.
And why is it necessary to have an ~pen heart?
Why can God never reveal Himself to a closed
heart? Think for a moment~an you produce
music from a locked piano? Have you access to a
treasure-chest sealed against all intrusion? Can
you enjoy the hospitality of a home whose door~
are barred to all visitors? Never! Neither can God
reveal Himself to any beart that is similarily closed.
Some Jives open easily to God's working.
There is little natural resistance in their character,
and they readily respond to God's touch. Others
find it much harder to do this. Doubt, fear, prejudice, questioning, battles of intellect make the
hinges and bolts of their hearts so rusty and stiff
that only a resurrection earthquake can loosen that
door and lay open the chilly vault of their empty
heart to the sunshine of their Saviour's love. God
bas performed just such miracles for some whom
He knew would respond to His approach in glad
surrender and obedience. For example witness
Paul's experience. However it comes, one thing is
sure: each heart must be opened before Je us can
reveal Himself.
Hearts have been opened to God through a
great sorrow. Maty's alabaster box was never
opened until she broke it. But what a revelation
came to that whole household of hidden fragrance
:1frer the breaking! What joy to Mary's heart in the
rich commendJtion afforded her by her Lord! Was
ic because of his own actual experience that David
wrote, "A broken and a contrite heart, 0 God,
thou wilt not despise.'' Such a heart brought to m
tbc first joy of salvation. the thrilling glimpse of
a forgiving Saviour's face. The breaking and uncovering of our unregenerate bean brought the
covering and cleansing of His blood-"A CLEA '
HEART ...

But is it enough to have the heart opened
once? For some-yes: 5ince their hearts ne,·er clo~c
again, ever opening wider with enlarging capacity
as they walk continually with their King. Such

FLOW6R

lives are tender. humble. overflowing in loving
words and deeds as they constantly reveal the beauty of Jesus. As a clean, uncovered pool mirrors
clearly the blue overarching sky with its every
fleecy cloud, so stand forth the beauties of our
Saviour in a life so opened continuously to God.
To open, expectant hearts came the "Promise of
the Father" in that upper room at Jerusalem. And
-thanks be to our God-that some ,. Promise of
the Father" is still coming to open, believing hearts
today.
Christ is ever revealed "to" th open heart,
"in" the open heart, "through" the open heart.
Then may this well be our constant prayer-

''Open my heart and let me prepare
Love with Thy children thus to share;
Silently now I wait for Thee,
Ready my God Thy will to see;
Open my heart, illumine me
Spirit divine."
Sadly enough there are hearts once opened to
God that afterward became closed, or nearly so.
How? Some close suddenly through direct disobedience, or open rebellion to God's will. The
very light that is in them becomes darkness then.
just as Jesus said it would. Sometimes hearts close
gradually through those subti1e "little foxes" that
persistently attack every spiritual vineyard. Before
one realizes it, the brokenness of spirit is gonethe passion for souls. the desire to forgive rather
than nurse an injury, the quick recognition of
God's voice, the yearning of true intercession. the
thirst for God, the sincere love for God's children,
the humility "that seeketh not her own," the disregard of earth! y pomp and vanity.
Like Samson they may "wist not that God
has departed," nnconscious of how closed to God
their heart has become. But the tellt:tle yellowing
leaves of the spiritual tree witness to their impoverishment and incuasing barrenness. Should we not
all pray more often than we do--"Search me. 0
God. and know my heart: try me and hnoLU my
thoughts: and see if there be any wicked way (w;iy
of pain or grief-marg.) in me. and lead me in rh~
way everlastinq" (Psa. 139:23. 24). And if God
must permit the sbarp blow to open afresh tlw
heart, He will help us to whisper even through
tears,
''My yielded heart says yes to Jesus
Amen to all of His sweet wi[{."
At any cost we must have our hearts open to Goel
thesl' days when our Beloved One is so soon to
appear. Can any child of God be truly "lookin/r
for Him" without a heart that is fully opened?
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WHEN JES US COMES!

Frank benaee, Modesto, California
"This same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven, shal[ so come in like manner as ye have
seen him go into heaven" (Acts l: 11) .
is to be stopped . According to Rev. whereo f I have spoken" (Ezek. 39 :
N GROUPING the preceding articles,
maga9 : 16 there will be two hundred mil- 8).
this
in
appeared
have
that
Tbe first part of Jeremiah 's vision
zine, we have a composite picture lions in that last battle and in Rev.
now come to pass. The earth is
has
the
to
up
blood
of
read
we
cruma
14:20
as
civilization
of the present
bling structure. The result of an horses' bridles for a space of 200 covered with the debris of a destructive earthquake and terrible warfare .
attempt to build without the blue- miles.
It is impossible for us humans to Jesus Christ the only True Dictator
print of the Great Architect- the
We know is now established in Jerusalem.
Living God and Creator of all things. vision such a carnage.
(Micah 4 : 1-3; Amos 9 : 11-15; Isa.
Concerning this earth and all there- whatever God does, it is a perfect
; Rev. 20:6) and with the
61:3-6
In
curse.
a
or
blessing
a
it
Be
work.
in, there is an end time for all things.
His fury at this time He will likewise bloodwashed saints He rules over the
From a blade of grass on up to human
cause an earthquake to come that will whole earth.
lives and still on to the fall of kingbe greater than the world has ever
We read in Jer. 1:10 that there is
doms and the end of man's rule.
From different angles we have read seen, (Rev. 16: 18) and all the cities building and planting to be done.
in former articles w e see that this of the nations will fall; (Rev. 16: Numerous places in the Word of God
present man-made civilization is fall - 19) and the rich merchants will wail describe the restoration period after
ing a"nd the climax in ending that and weep over the destruction as they the great day of the Lord's destruction, especially the thirty-ninth chapbloody last decisive battle of Armater of Ezekiel.
geddon in the Valley of J ehosaphet,
north of Jerusalem (Ezck . 38 : 16 ;
If we read carefully again R ev . 20 :
SUNNY DAYS FOREVER
Joel 3:2; Rev. 16:16) .
6, we learn that the saved on earth
We have read in Isa. 42:13, 14
A few more joy•
In other
shall reign with Jesus.
that God in His jealousy will not
Without alloys
the saints, will be sort of
we,
,
words
While telling here His story.
"withhold His peace" any longer. He
governors over the different provinces
A few more tears
is going to "destroy" and "devour"
under the direction of the Supreme
Down through the years,
at once.
Dictator, Jesus Christ, Praise His
Then Christ will come in glory .
We will now turn to Jeremiah 1 :9
Name forever!
and read how God touched his mouth
A few more tests
Let us now see who do~ the work
and gave him words to say. Let us
Our God requests
of building and planting. We must
To aid in our confirming.
read carefully the tenth verse: "See, I
A few more songs
remember that there are people left
have this day set thee over the nations
To soothe the wrongs
after the great wars and earthquakes.
and over the kingdoms. to root out.
And promise of the morning.
Probably a majority in such places as
and to pull down . and to destroy. and
the jungles of Africa and South
to throw down , to build and to
A few moy,e sigh,
America and the islands and other
Within arise,
plant."
endeavor.
far distances from the scenes of warwe
daily
As
Io that verse God not only tells
A few more clouds,
fare.
Jeremiah about all the destruction
Night that enshruuds,
Notice carefully; Isa . 61 :4, 5 :
that is to take place on this earth, but
Then •unny days forever.
shall do your building and
"They
Ure.
France,
God
visions
the
record
to
was
also he
THEY who? Aliens and
planting."
gave him concerning the "building"
the land beyond the
from
strangers
and "planting."
(Zech. 3 : 1 0) .
Ethiopia
of
rivers
First. let us dwell on those two view the scene from "afar off" (Rev.
of the laws
knowledge
universal
A
words, "root out." God evidently in- 18: 15). They :flee to tbe hills (E-zek.
will autoChrist
Jesus
by
down
laid
16).
7:
the
by
something
tends to pull out
In Daniel 8: 25 we have a picture matically come into the hearts of all
"root."
earth at the
In I Tim. 6 : 10 the Word says, of the great Anti-Christ ruling over a people left living on the
(Zeph .
Coming.
Second
the
withof
time
"broken
is
he
but
empire,
great
root
the
is
"For the LOVE of money
They
31:34).
Jer.
11:9;
.
Isa
3:9;
hand."
out
of ALL evil: which while some covet,
rule
saints
the
that
ones
the
be
shall
explained
is
happens
that
how
Just
the
ed after, they have erred from
who
ones
the
be
will
they
and
over
"And
8:
7.
2:
Thes.
II
in
fully
faith. and pierced themselves through more
then shall that wicked be revealed. will have to come once a year to Jeruwith many sorrows."
to Christ the
The time is near when God in His whom the Lord shall consume with salem to pay homage
desKing.
shall
and
mouth
his
of
spirit
the
jealousy will ROOT OUT this cause
"And it shall come to pass that
of all evil and there will be no more troy with the brightnes of His comevery one that is left of all the nations
worship of the false gods of gold and ing."
That great conflict on earth is now which came against Jerusalem shall
silver and other works made by the
stopped by the victorious King of even go up from year to year to worband of man.
ship the King , the Lord of hosts and
We have now come to the end of kings (Rev. 19:11-16).
"Behold it is come and it is done to keep the feast of tabernacles"
the Battle of Armageddon. Let us
(Zeph. 14: 16).
search the Scriptures and see how it saith the Lord God; This is the day
By
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No doubt air transportation will
be so perfected then that it will be a
small matter to make a trip to Jerusalem from any part of the globe.
According to the study of the Great
Pyramid in Egypt, that great witness
in stone (Jer. 32:20; Isa. 19:19)
there is to be a period of great reconstruction through out the whole land
during the first part of the passaie
through the King's Chamber.
No doubt the new cities will be
built on plans like farming communities. No tall skyscrapers and congested
areas with the attending traffic hazzards and complicated travel. The
Word of God emphasizes plainly that
the growing of crops and farming in
general will constitute the main business of the people. "And strangers
shall stand and feed your flocks, and
the sons of the alien s!1all be your
plowmen, and your vinedressers" (Isa.

''Behold I come quickly: blessed is
he thar keepeth the sayings of the
prophecy of this book'' (Rev. 22:7).
"He which testifieth these things
saith, Su.rely I come quickly, Amen.
Even so, come, Lord Jesus" (Rev.
22 :20).

(Rev. 21: 16). One perfect city whose
length and width and height are all
longer than the whole state of California.
It is impossible for human beings
today to conceive the magnitude and
glory of the Eternal Kingdom of God
which brings into memory the following passage: "Bur as it is written.,
eye hath not seen, nor ear heard.
neither have entered into the heart of
man. the things which God hath prepared for them that love him" (ICor.
2:9).

1.

THE BENT.KNEE TIME
By S. D. Gordon
Here is a book of help for devotion time
written by the author of Quiet Talk, About
few,, Quiet Talks on Prager, etc., which have
had such wonderfol success in making clear to
many the pathway to God. Cloth, 75 cents.

Filled with God.
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Hannony by N. L. Ridderh?f.

Words andMU8ie by Dorothy Gutekun3t Footer.
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61: 5).
In Micah 4: 4 we again see a plain
reference to a farmer's life: ''But they
shall sit every man under his vine
and under his fig tree, and none shall
make them afraid; for the mouth of
the Lord of Hosts hath spoken it."
There we have a clear picture of a
contented farmer. Nobody to make
him afraid of thieves, mortgage, foreclosures, droughts, storms, etc. Neither will there be the dreaded curse of
sickness or death.
Tbe whole chapter of Isaiah 3 5
plainly tells that. Also wild animals
shall be peaceful ( Isa. 11 : 6-8) .
No doubt the cities will be spread
out with wider thorough-fares and
numerous parks. Zech. 8: 5 tells us
that children will play in the streets,
so evidently there will be no danger
from traffic.
Notes, references, and comments
concerning the thousand year reign of
Jesus on this earth could fill a large
volume. If the reada.r wishes to know
what happens at the end of the thousand years he will find an account of
the final conflict with Satan, who is
turned loose for a period to try those
who are living under the reign of the
saints (Re,·. 20 7). A great worldwide uprising against the saints, takes
place and God sends a tire from Heav•
en that "devours them" and all elements are burned with FERVENT
HEAT (II Pet. 3: 10, 12).
A new heaven and new earth come
into the scene and a prepared city
comes down from heaven, (Rev. 21:
2) the new Jerusalem, over 1.300
miles square and the same height
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Copyright 1931 by Dorothy Gutek:unst Foster.
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Broken for me.

Words and Music by Dorothy Gutekunst Foster.

Harmony by N. L. Ridderhof.
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(lopyri'gbt 1931 by Dorothy Gutekunst Foster.

The above choruse& are tuen frolJ) a Chol'll• Folder published by Dorothy
Gutekun.sl Fosler, with Choice Quartet Harmony by N. L. Ridderhof. The colr)pi.-te
bcoklet contain, 8 choru1e~. and may be obtained for 10 cents a copy or three fo:r 25
cents from: A ID>ood F oslet, 1031 Jefferson Aoenu•, Collllll.1 C'r11•t, Orcfon.
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VIC TOR Y!

through Jesus Christ
over the world, the flesh and the
devil. the powers that assail us
and seek to draw us down and away
from Christ, is the heritage of all
God's children. At all times, under
all circumstances and at any point of
the way, let come what may, we
should be more than conquerors
through Him who loved us. Then
with Paul, the Apostle, we can say.
- " I can do all things through Christ
who is my strength,"-or with
David,-"Ler everything that hath
breath praise the Lord." The world
with all it's allurements, inducements, and good promises, we must
bid good-by, if we are to be victors
in the Christian race and war-fare.
"How can two walk together ex~
cept they be agreed,"-and how can
we be linked to the world when it
crucified Christ. We cannot walk
with the world and Jesus Chri.st too,
for they are going in opposite directions. "Come ye out from the world
and be ye separate and touch not the
unclean thing." is God 's solemn admonition to us.-" and I will be a
Father unto you ye shall be my sons
and daughters." The flesh of self-life
or the big "I." God's enemy and the
devil's best friend through which he
works, must be put to death on the
Cross. where it belongs. Christ must
reign supreme in us. moment by moment and the self-life must be denied
and reckoned dead. Judicially we are
dead.
"Ye are dead," says Paul. through
the Spirit. Therefore there must be
an unconditional surrender to God.
"Not I, but Christ."
There mu t be a recognition of
God's completed work wrought out
for us through Christ on the Cros$.
It is finished. What more can God
do for us:-Hallelujah ! This brings
rest, sweet rest. to the sin-sick and
weary soul.
These wicked forces, ( the world,
the flesh and the devil. the trinity of
evil), that crucified our Lord, have
no power over a child of God, who
trusts in the Blood to cleanse, and
rests and stands on the finished work
of Christ. If he is wholly surrendered to the entire will of God and
continually rejoices in the Lord, come
what may, it is victory, victory all
the way. Thank God. now the light
has come and we need not walk in
darkness. God has ptorniseq to see
us through and to give us gr:ice to

V

ICTORY

walk in the light and power to stand
and to withstand all the onslaughts
of the devil. But only as we obey
and believe His promises, Lrust Him
and appropriate our possessions. that
we arc heir to in Christ, can we be
victors and know Him in all His fullness and His power to keep. But the
devil, the Christian's arch-enemy.
whose power must not be minimized
and who works through the flesh and
the world and is back of all sin committed, is not asleep. He is ever on
the job seeking to draVT God 's children down and to allure them away
1rom Christ and to get them to chasing bubbles, that may burst at any
moment. They then are left stranded,
discou1aged and defeated, as is so
often the case. However . Satan is a
defeated foe and c:111 ro no further
than he is allowed . He is, it ii: true,
powerful. but God is all-powerful.
Victory is ours through the Blood of
Christ, and a thus saith the Lord puts
J-im to flight.
This is our victory and here we
should stand, trust and rejoice. "Resist the devil and he will flee from
you" is God's admonition to His
chil<;lren. Oh what a heritage in
C!ir'ist, for the Christian, and if we
walk in the light as He is in the light
we have fellowship with one another
and th e Blood keeps cleansing us from
all sin. His fellowship is sweet, as
many can testify too, the writer included and this after forty eight years
of experience.
Are not these forces of evil that
crucified Christ therefore our bitter
enemies. and are they not being let
loose now as never before, because
the end of the age is closing and the
Great Tribulation is well nigh upon
us? Who then among God's children
is sufficient, or able to stand the devil's
onslaughts and pressure and the tests
that come in daily life, unless we have
an enthroned Christ within, and if so
self must be dethroned. Jesus Christ
only is sufficient and able to cope
with these forces moment by moment.
With Him fighting our battles, we are
more than conquerors through Him
who loved us and Who ever liveth to
intercede for us.
The tests and temptations have
nev.?r been greater than now with
God's people. who are determined by
God's grace to wholly follow the
Lord. Oh, what joy. rest, peace and
~atisfaction there is in a victorious
life and the writer is speaking from a

By Albert Weaver
Springfield, Massacbu setts
limited experience of many trying
and testing hours, so near the coming of the Lord to catch His people
away.

ItlE L0VITIG snrrtlEKD
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R. M. HAD had a long and tire-

some journey.
How glad he
was when nearing his home once
more. As he thought of his dear ones
his heart leaped with joy, but when
be reached the door he was met by
his dear wife. Her face was sad and
her voice trembl ed as she said to him,
"Our little Bessie is very ill. The
doctor says she can only live an hour."
·"What, our only littl e darling!
How can that be?" He had left her
only a few days previous to this time
so playful and happy.
"She has been calling for Daddy,"
the way to the bedside of their only
child.
"Daddy," said the little one.
she said as she led the wa7 to the bedside of their only child.
"Yes. here is Daddy! What is it
dear?"
"Daddy, sing of Jesus' love."
With a choked voice he tried to
sing of the wonderful loving Jesus
who came to save lost sinners. When
he had sung the first verse through
she said, "O ! sing some more." He
sang the next verse telling of the beauties of the heavens He is preparing for
His children. Soon the little one fell
asleep in Jesus. Three days later, he
stood beside the open grave of this
Iittle body, whose spirit had gone to
the God who gave it.
His thoughts went back to bis happy home, bow it had been brightened
by tbe coming of their little brighteyed girl. Now his heart was hardened. Why had God taken from them
this treasure? Just then he had a
vision. He saw as it were a flock of
sheep. A shepherd was leading them.
They had just come to a stream and
were unwilling to cross. The loving
shepherd stooped down, picking up a
little lamb in his arms, placing it on
his shoulder. He also gathered another in his other arm, then He proceeded
to wade across the stream. Of course
the parent sheep with all the flock began to follow the shepherd across the
water. Likewise this father saw the
meaning of this wonderful vision.
Giving his heart to God he too followed the Loving Shepherd.
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Two
T

SONS OF ISRAEL

By J. Howard Cotton. Westbrook, Mame

HERE IS no portion of the Scriptures which cannot be brought
home to the reader in a direct
and practical manner. In fact, whether perusing the Old Testament or
the New, the believer will surely find
much material that has an everyday
Recently, an eminent
meaning.
preacher stated that the book of Job
was only a good story, and that try
as much as we would, we could never
attach anything spiritual to the Song
of Solomon as it was only an Oriental
love tale. This particular divine felt
that Francis Thompson's poem entitled "The Hound of Heaven," could
be inserted into the Bible in place of
much that is now contained in the
Holy writings, and that all would
benefit by such a change. However
learned and enticing such arguments
may sound to the natural man, the
Holy Spirit understad:; perfectly just
why the Bible contains sixty-six
books and not sixty-five or sixtyseven. Our Heavenly Paraclete directed the men of old who accepted the
Mm
present canon of Scripture.
would heartil enjoy a fallible book
with glowing discrepancies so that
their lives might have justifiable errors
and inconsistencies. How much they
could blame upon such a volume! But
the same "Voice that rolls the stars
along speaks ALL the promises," and
those writings are as sure, and steadfast as our universe, yea, even more
so. For, though heaven and earth
should pass, this Word never is outdated. Yet in our day when even the
voice of true science attests the uniqueness. consistency, and infallibility of
the Bible men still choose darkness
rather than light. and wear a religious
cloak to parade in their vain imaginings. Let us "studv to shew ourselves
approved unto God.'' rejecting the
mass of carnal reasonings. Our Savior advised us to ''search the Scriptures" anq His command is sufficient.
Accordingly let us read from Genesis about two brothers, Reuben and
Joseph, Gen. 49, vs. I to 4 and vs.
22 to 26. Herein is a picture of the
aged patriarch, Jacob. calling his sons
together and blessing them by the
Holy Spirit's guidance. In prophetic
utterance he reveals not only their
characteristics but also "that which
shall befall in the last davs." Of
course, the sons differ greatly one
from another. Even today it is practically impossible to find two broth-

ers alike. In our Father's world, variety is everywhere. No two sunsets are
the same, no · two trees alike, and
even the patterns of snowflakes differ.
It is truly a marvelous Father who
hangs out a different sunset each evening on the canvas of the skies. Then,
too, that twilight scene in Maine on a
given evening has little or nothing in
common w;th the evening picture in
California. What a great God we
have with His seemingly endless variety of shapes, sounds, colors and people.
Now as we struggle upward
through faith and patience we are unlike in many respects as assemblies and
as individuals. Paul wrote peavenly
things to the Ephesian brethren. but
he wrote very differently to the Phillippians and Corinthians. Why? At
Ephesus the saints were ready for
deep mysteries, but the poor Phil] ippians were struggling in carnal
bondage due to the efforts of Judaizing teachers. The Corinthians lacked
no spiritual gift waiting for the Lord,
but the fruit in their lives was undeveloped. Thus, with us all. Even
as ''sons of God" we differ today as
the sons of Jacob so long ago received
varying estimates of character by their
father. Again, exiled John on Patmos rebuked practically every church
to whom the Spirit would convey a
message, yet, in 1;>ach assembly, there
was a second. spiritual group to whom
he· could promise a white stone. or
power over the nations or white raiment. In other words each church
had overcomers and "undergoers." So
in these, two sons of Jacob under
consideration we see types of the two
groups of believers.
John's message to the literal. contemporary church of his time, applies
also to the universal Church as it progresses from Pentecost until the last
section has been "caught away" to
meet the Lord.
Notice now that all these lads had
godly parents and ancestors. Abraham had known God a good part of
his long lifetime, having been called
out of idolatry to the knowledge of
Almighty God . Isaac, his son, had
proved Abraham's God and had passed on the love and understanding of
Rim to his son. Jacob bad been
privileged to meet God face to face
and wrestle with Him under the guise
of an aniel. Jacob's very name had
been changed to Israel by meeting the

true God and prevailing upon Him.
Now. to the sons, Israel passed on the
faith living it before tbem. It is such
a wonderful thing to have godly
homes. It is so vital too . that we let
our light shine to others that they
may know Him and His Son Jesus
Christ, which knowledge brings eternal life.
Joseph is more prominent in the
Bible account than Reuben. Being the
son of the favored Rachel and of
Jacob's old age, Israel held him in a
different admiration. To show this
regard the father put a coat of many
colors upon the youth, little realizing how such an act would arouse intense envy in the brothers. May our
lives be free from carnal envy, and if
you have persevered and won. may I
be big enough to feel no ill-will toward you. Are we not all sons of one
Father?
Joseph bad another singular traithe was a dreamer. Lord. let us too
have a vision, not something that we
get one day and lose the next, but let
us receive a deep. real understanding
of our Chri t, His Word, His work.
His purposes. Mav we say with Paul
when our course is run, "I was not

disobedient unto the heavenlv vision."
"And we know that the Son of God
is come. and hath given us an understanding. that we may know him
that is true, and rve are in him that
is true. coen in His Son Jesus Christ.
This is the true Gad. and eternal
life." And, strange to say, Joseph
saw his own family at his feet. How
quick they were to sense that the bowing down of the sun, moon, and stars
referred to themselves! But with the
vision God must give us grace to hear
attendant persecution even as He did
to Joseph.
The scene shifts to Dothan. Thr
enraged brethren, blinded by jealousy,
stripped Joseph of his robe . Men
hated Christ. because, like Jo~eph, He
was different. Ten thousand scribes
might teach the law in the deadness
of the letter. but when He came and
bore in Himself the fo·ing embodiment of the law, men bated Him .
Even to this hour people would
rather have Jesus a good tee1cher. or a
martyr. than to acknowledge Hi~ intrinsic superiority-that He is Chri5t.
the Son of God. "Wounded in the
house of hi, friends" is said of Him.
and, in a smaller measure you wil_l
(Continued on paie 11)
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CTTITISTMJ1S GlfTS

We can obtain for you any book, calendar, mottoes, Bibles, or religious holiday supplies that are published. Anything you desire, which we have not listed, write for our prices. Profits go to support the
only Pentecostal Home for aged in America.

"Golden Strands"
By Lillie Harper Corum

J1a1 published, a beautiful book of poem,,
purple art coven, by one who hu lived a quiet
life io Christian service for othen.
There are
46 poems from her heart that arc u aoldea
strand. in her life.-Price 25c.

Bloaaoma From the Kine'• Garden
By Alice Reynold, Flo111er
New edition of "Blouom, from the Kini'•
Garden." Only the choice,t poem, from the
previou, edition have been retained, and the
book is largely made up of new verou of in•
tpiration and cheer. Many thou,and, of the
6rst edi lion were demanded, and thi, acw ar1
edition it even n::ore inspiring and attractin.
Art conn. Price 50c, Po,tage .5c.

THE QUEENLY QUEST

Bible Lover's Stationery

By Rosalee Mill, Appleby

New distinctive linen finish paper 36 large
sheets with neatly arranged Bible-text in purple
ink. 24 envelopes linen finish. One each of veal
pocket size booklets--"Words of Gold" and
"Words of Sivler" also Amos Wells's famous
Bible Perscription book marks included. Makes
a t plendid gift. Price SO centJ.

Beau hf ul thought!, and the fine, strong truths
of the Christian faith, especially as they touch
the life of "'om~n-and in particular young
womanhood- arc here sci down in language that
embellishc• them and delight, the reader. Mrs.
Appleby's South American background give her
sketches an added charm and has afforded her the
advantage of a detached, fresh outlook upon
things North American. The readen of her
former boob will be grateful for this new one.
Cloth, $ 1.00.
FOR TIMES OUT OF JOINT

By Charle, Lyon Sea,holes

The Great Tribulation

By Eminent Bible Teachers
This book giYes a brief explanatio11 of the
prophecie, on The Great Tribulation u found
in the Book of Revelation. Price 20c plus 3c
poatage.

Fulfilled Prophecies That Prov~
the Bible

Pastor of the large First Church in Dayton,
Ohio. A man of great power and leadership,
and fully able to write a book of sermons dealing with the world problems of today .
The edilon, in rcviewmg this manuscript, made
this significant statement: "The author is a
clear-thinking writer, fully capable of dealinl!
with world problems; and the book is of real
value and interest to every minister." Cloth. $1.00.

By George T. B . Da-.i,
A 1tartlin1 book of prop~ecies fulfilled 111
Palestine. 33 full page p1cturea. How th,
Golden Gate WH Shut. Proaperity for Palo1ine. Jenualem To-day. The Mane! of di,

By Nanette Hearn Griffin

FIRST STEPS FOR LITTLE FEET

A stirring, rousing, instructive little booli.
written for the soul winner. Converoion of an
infidel family-The daughter is horse-whipped
and put out of the home. 1700 persons received
salvation from reading one selection. How to
deal with worldly amusements. Where shall I
spend eternity} 2Sc each. $2.50 per doz.

Three Modern Evila

By Charles Fo,ter

By Gerald B. Winrod

A book for very little children-to give them
their 6rsl religious teaching and earliest knowledge of the Bible. Wrillen in such short and
easy words, and so interesting and allractive, that
childien from four lo five years of age enjoy having it read to them, and can read it them,el ves.
It is invaluable to teachers. Bound in fine clo th,
ornamental color stamping. Price $1.00.

Many prominent Christian leaders endorte
thi, book. First evil: Modernism in the church;
Second evil: Athei~m in the public school 1yslem: Third evil: Communism in the ,tale, Dr.

"Oil of Joy for Mourning"
By Alice Reynold, FloDler
This little booklet of 15 poems will bring
word, of comfort, cheer and blesaing to loved
ones in time of trial or sickness. The second
edition is now off the preu. Beautiful art coven.
Price only IOc plus 3c postage.

Seeking Christ

Egermeier's
Bible Story
Book
The @ift supreme I
An-up-to-date book
of Bible stories written
according
to
modern methods of
The
story telling.
children will eagerly
await "story hour."
608
pages 233
stories-nearly
200
drawings,
photographs, and beautiful color reproductions. Picture of Christ blessing the children
on front cover. Size 6 X 9 inches. Beautiful
brown cloth cover. Price $2.00.
THE SHADOW OF THE BROAD BRIM
THE Ltn:-SroRY or CHARLES 1-lAoooN 5PuRcEON: HEIR OF THE PURITANS

By Richard Ellsn,ort/1 Day
Charles Haddon Spurgeon, the English divine,
years dead, is indeed very much alive
now
in the religious world of today. It is appropriate
that such a popular, intimate, sympathetic
account of hi, Ii fe and work as this is should
appear just now. The church needs again to
come in touch with his sturdy. homely. reasonable evangelical teaching, and ministers should
endeavor to learn the secret of the power that
made Spurgeon one of the greatest preachers of
all time, Illustrated. Cloth, $ I.SO.

fow

RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
YOUTH AND THE HOMES OF TOMORROW

By Edwin T. Dahlberg
The aulhor of this book wa• chosen to lead
the group which discussed the intimate probltm•
of youth centering around mating, marriage and
family life. He ha• used this material, together
with what he has gathered through study and
successful experience in leading youth groups,
in the preparation of this book. He approaches
every question with franlcnes,, open-mindedness,
and in a spirit of smcere reverence and hi~h
idealism. Pastors will ~nd here the guidance lh<'y
have been seeking to help them in the conduct of
discussion groups. There are excellent suggestions
for talks or sermons for young people. Price $1 .00.

Stories From
tbP Old
Testament
There are 28 intensely
interesting
stories
chiefly about boys and
girls of the Old Testa•
ment. Each story has a
fine picture.
Many of
these full-page illustrations are in colors. Also
has the test questions in
back of book. Cloth
binding. 107 paget.
Price 7Sc.

Age,. SeYeral ministers hue ordered 100 copi~
A bu,ineu man ordered 750 copiea.
Price 25c plu, Sc po1ta11e,

Bieckrwel f r1comae11d1 this book. PriCle 25c.

The Last Hour of Gentile World
Rule by eminent Bible teachers, showing from
the Word that the CllEAT CLIMAX OF THE ACES
will soon burst upon the world. Price 20c plus
3c postage.

Beautiful
Girlhood
This book is a good
clean, uplifting and interesting volume for the
growing teen age girl. It
helps her to understand
her own problems when
she needs the tender,
motherly advice.
It does not deal with
sex problems, but builds
character and lead. to
high and lofty ideals.
Beautiful cloth binding.
Price $1.00.

The Coming Crises and the
Coming Christ
By Stanley H . Frod,ltarn
The Crises Ahead. Crites in Jewish Hi1t11ry.
Crises in the Nations. The Crises Ahead for
the Church. When Christ Rcturu-Price 25c.

Mia-hty Prevailinl' Prayer
Set, forth the deep and overwhelmi11g 11ecd of
the church and the world, and the nece11ity of
importunate prayer. Some of the chapter titl~
arc: The Prayer Pueion-Satanie Hindranc~
to Prayer-Pr11yi111 i, Fi1hti111, Price '40c: poll•
paid.
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Holiday Gift Suggestions
CHRISTIHN

HER0

SERIES
• JOHN WESLEY
Th•

CHRISTIAN HI! R.O

Books that help mold children into men and women with Christian Ideals: Martin Luther-Jobn WesleyD . L. Moody-C. H. Spurgeon-David Livingston-John Bunyan - George Whitefield - James Hudson
Taylor-William Carey-Henry Martin-John G. Paton-Adoniram Judson. Tbes~ men of purpose. ideals.
and vision are mighty testimonies to Christian power. Their life stories appeal to young and old alike. 60c each.
SPECIAL OFFER: 12 books for only $7.00 postpaid.

Teen Age Talks
By M. G. Comlink, M.A.

The Pilot's Voice
By /5abel C. Byrum

This highly
profitable
story of a wayward boy
is written in a manner that
bolds the interest of all
who read it. ll will restrain
its youthful readers from
going astray, or if they
have already done so, will
11ilot them back into the
safe harbor of right living.
This is a true story
written in the form of an analoiy of a voyage.
Cloth cover. 224 pages. Price SO cents,

Boy's Stories of Great Men
By E. E. Egermcier
This is a new book by this well known au•
thor . It is different because it contains brief,
absorbing sketches conceming the boyhood day•
of 18 famous men. It will make a most acceptable holiday gift for boys in their teen•.
Pric-e $1.00 p0<1tpaid.

Fifty-two interesting character-forming talks
for intermediates. Designed to cover the entire
year, with particular emphasis on the holidays
and special observances. These talks have stood
the tc,t of prai:tical use by a successful pastor,
and will prove very helpful to all workers with
boy• and girls. Price $ 1.00.

Send All Orders To:

Steps Heavenward

Ideals For
Earnest Youth
By A. T. Rowe
Manners, companions,
amusements, life work,
relation to Christ are
discussed, with illustra•
tions from 1he Lives of
well known men .
Price $1.00.

Girl's Stories of Great Women

By R. L. Berry

By E. E. Egermeie.r

Pastors, take notice I Herc is the very book
needed for new convert.. Preacher> would do
well lo have a supply al hand to pa•• out to
those newly converted. It contain, food for
lambs. It will strengthen the weak and encourage
the strong. There is spiritual nourishment here
for all Christians. 125 pages- Cloth bound.Price SO cent,.

For girls in their teens, Incident, of intense interest in the childhood day, of 18 famous women are told in a very pleasing
way. Some
ca tchy titles of the chapters are, "The Girl Who
Looked Up," "The Girl Who Made Her
Dream Come True," "The Li11Je Girl Who
Grew Up to Do Dig Things." Price $I.DO
poalpaid.

STORIES FOR YOUNG FOLK
GRANDM(JIHE11S
LILY

.

"1""¥,cav-_

.,

Tiny Tots in Story Town, 35c. Our Darling's Bible A-B-C- Book, 35c. Stories from the Old Testament
for the Little Child, 75c.
Stori~s from the New Testament for the Little Child, 75c. Light on the Child's
l?ath. 50c. Arabella 's Hen, 35c. Harry the Newsboy, 35c. Grandmother's Lily, 35c.
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WORDS

By W. B. McCaff erty
Enid, Oklahoma

"7 ahe with you words. and tum unto the Lord"
ORDS arc mighty things. They
profane and uain babblings. for the(,J
arc like the lightning. They will increase unto more ungodliness.
can illuminate the darkened and their words will eat as doth a
sky, or they can strike with sudden canker'' (II Tim. 2: 16-17). The

W

destrucrion the souls against which
they are hurled, Two words may
issue out of the same mouth: one may
be bad, the other good. The bad
word will in many cases destroy the
effects of the good word: while the
good word may never repair the evil
of the bad word. Lead is good if
used to sink a fish net, but made into
bullets it becomes a means of wounding and of death. Let us therefore use
our words as a means of "catching
men"-of winning souls. rather than
as instruments of wounding and
death.
Words never die, but live to all
eternity. The words spoken to day
will be heard tomorrow-ten thousand years hence! If a word spoken
in Rockfeller Center may be heard in
San Francisco in the same moment,
and recorded by the recording device
for future audiences, may not our
words be heard in the eternal courts
of heaven and recorded for future
hearings in the day of judgment? The
great Creator, who has given such
wisdom to man, can easily preserve
every word of our beart and tongue.
The word spoken in our bedchamber,
which we think may nor be heard,
will wing its way across the starry
plains of the milky way into the ears
of the Lord of Sabaoth. God is I istening in!
H. Burgan has said: "We live in
the consequences of our words and
actions, for good or for evil, !onp;
after we have many a time forgotten
both." And how true this is. The
consequence of one word may mean
a life time of bitter regrets, whereas
a word "fitly spoken" may bring a
life time of love and happiness. The
proper and right u e of the words
of our mouth will surely lead our
souls to God and eternal life, while
the wrong use of them will drag us
down to eternal night.
With
words of sincere repentance and heartfelt confes1,ion we may turn unto the
Lord and live: or, speaking the word
of refusal and the word of denial, we
may turn aside in the ''ways of
death,'' for "death and life are in the
power of the tongue" (Prov. 18: 21) .
Words may be like old sores and
eat away the very soul. For this reason the great apostle has said: "Shan

vain words of Hymen.eus and Philetus were making shipwreck of the
faith of the saints. These must be
counteracted by the "sound words"
-the "wholsome words'' of the Gospel of Jesus Christ (II Tim. 1: 13;
I Tim. 6; 3). The fact that one may
have a pleasing manner, and a wonderful vocabulary, may not signify
that his words are true. The fact that
a book may be well written as far
as the choice of words are concerned,
may not signify that its doctrines are
true. The words of the speaker and
the words of the book may become
poison arrows of death in the heart
and soul of him that hears or reads.
Mr. Spurgeon once said: "There is
gold in the rocks whicq fringe the
pass on the Splurgen. gold even in
the stones which mend the roads, but
there is too little of it to be worth extracting. Alas, how like many booksr
Not so with the Scriptures: there one
finds much gold: their very dust is
precious.'' This is true of many books
advocating false doctrines. They wilt
all contain SOME truth, but not
enough to make it worth while trying
to extract it. The expense is too

~

(Hos. 14:2).
great. The soul is often -the price of
such mining. Every trap must have
its bait. Beware, then, and "take
heed how ye hear" and bow ye read.
Words are mighty things. With them
we may heal a wounded soul, or with
them rend a soul to death. There i,
much said of the "strife of words,"
of "the strife of tongues." of "the
scourge of the tongue," in the Scriptures. Let us avoid all such and
speak only that which will minister
grace to the hearer, and which will
result in the eternal good. May I
dose this article by quoting the poem,
"Only a Word" by Anna L. Dreyer:
·· 'T wa~ only a word, a care\.,.$ word,
But it smote the beart of oac who heard
Like a fierce, relentless blow;
The day $eemed overcut with gloom,
The sweetest tongs "'emecl out of tune;
The 6res of hope burned low.
,. Twu only a word, a loviog word,
But a weary, sorrowing hearl was stirrea,
And life took brighter hue;
And Faith, triumphant, pruned her wiai,
Discouraged souls benan to sing,
And hope revived anew.
"Only a word, and yet what powe:r
It hold, to better or to mar
The lives of those who h~ar.
What power for good-for evil tool
Oh, may our word& be good and true,
And spoken 10 God's fear."

t

scrintnre-Text Greenng Caras
foa oua1s1mes BND HOUDOYS

Remember your Friends this Christmas and New
Years' with our beautiful low priced, choice Scripture Text
Cards that bring a message of friendship and good cheer.

Christmas and New Year
Post-Cards
Three designs by one of our best
artists. so drawn that they can
used by all ages. The sentiment
each card has been well selected
gether with the Bible verse. 20c
dozen ; $ l . 2 5 a hundred .

be
on
toper

Precious Promise Boxes
Jutl what you have bellll look-ing for! Rid,
promise& from the Word of God. Start the day
with a precious prorn.ise ! Memorize Ol'IC nrte
each day I Take oae after e11ch meall O.e
pro•i•e each day ltcep1 the de-.il away l Eaeh
of the 85 pro•ises a delightf,al 11.1.rpri~e I Fancy
wt CoYa,1, Pri<-.c $2.25 per do&. 20c -ch.

Celebrate the Saviour', birth with greeting•
that •urely honor Him,
Assortment of 19
beautiful Sc.ripture text cards and envelope,-•
wide variety of arti,tic designs in d~intY, colot•
with cboice text. Packed in a lovely gift bo:11.
Scatter $Unsbine this Christma• with our Scrip•
lure text cards l!nd o.nvelope• lo match. Pric•
$ 1.00 postpaid. Your name printed in Old Eng-

li,h lettermg 25c extra per box.
limited. Order early I

S11pply is

United States and Russia la
Prophecy
By Gerald B. W/11r•d
Russia is portrayed as a bear.
lion. Ezekiel speak! of "young
undoubeted\y include, the United
th~re be war between th~ bear an l.

England as "
lions" which
States. Will
lion? 25c.
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TWO SONS OF ISRAEL
(Continued from

page 7)

discover, if you have not already
learned, that supposed ly spiritual people 1esent your Pentecos tal distinction and your separatio n from their
worldly or soulish fellowsh ip. Thank
God for some in the latter rain movement who have consisten tly upheld a
bold and distinct testimon y. We have
only to look around to see what
comprom ise has done for many.
When Pentecos tal people are so full
of wisdom ( ?) that they can dispense
with some or all the divine supernatural. and regulate the Holy Spirit
in power and manifest ation they are
not backslidi ng, as some fear, they
have already backslid. God )<eep qs
all different. The glorious Pentecos tal fulness was not brought down in
tbe beginnin g by glowing headlines ,
or by a parade in white, or by sensation-prod ucing devices, but it fell
from heaven upon a desperate ly hungry, divinely dissatisfi ed and separated
people. The people were simple in
faith, bumble in spirit, and cast out
for the testimon y, but eternity alone
will fully lay bare •the marvelou s
fruits of this latter day effusion. Let
us dare to be distinct.
The brethren would have killed
Joseph, but Reuben intercede d. Into
the pit went the dreamer, then
down into Egypt, an outcast. ;i slave.
Before him lay toil. treachery , temptation and imprison ment. There is a
real price to spirituali ty. Oh that tl1e
young people who flock to tbe altars,
so lightly sometime s, may get a deep
grip on God! Your reartion to revival indicates almost nothing. but
your progress under disappoi ntment.
strain, and test proves of what stuff
you are made. The life out of the
meeting counts for God as much. if
not more, than that within the
church. The Mount of Tr:msfig nration leads to the Valley of Service.
Then. God remembe red ?- No, God
had Joseph in mind through it all.
Be began to lift up Joseph. From
prison to court the yonlh came.
tried a tested man. Anyone. co111ing
from what Joseph had would be lit
by God's grace to rule. Pid it ewr
occur to you that God prepares Tfr,
millennia l rulers in this age? Let us
then take cour;;ige under fire . A ftrr
reaching populari ty, fame and responsibil ity, Joseph became father to
Manasse h and Ephraim . The first
means "forgetti ng," the second,
"fruitful ." After you come through
the test you will forget and bear
fruit.
The remainde r of the story c,lls

how Joseph receives his brethren.
Destitute of daily bread. tbey were
forced to seek help in Egypt. God
worked it out so that they would
have to receive sustenanc e from the
hands they had rejected.
Then,
Joseph's supreme moment arrived.
He could refuse bread. He could betray them and slay one and all,-but
he is too big for that. He loves them
though they had tried to ruin him.
He forgives. This is, after all, his
most god-like victory. He not only
forgives but he exalts the brethren
and the father to peace and plenty.
taking them all under his care. This
reminds us of One who will yet take
Israel into joy and prosperit y, forgiving them freely. The same lesson
is seen often in our Christian life.
Many who once despised our separation, our devotion , our consecrat ion,
have lived to take from our bands the
God-give n blessing.
Dying Jacob, surround ed by his
sons, looked upon Reuben.
Big.
strong, dignified , capable-h e could be
so much. Like so many believers today Reuben promises a great deal.
We have many apparent ly stalwart
Christian s who could preach, pray,
give, testify. and work mightily in
the vineyard of Christ. They could
flood the mission fields with finance,
thereby sweeping multitud es into the
knowled ge of Christ, but they are unstable. How unstable? As water.
Water takes the form of the vessel into which it is put. Thus, with many
Christian s, their true steadfast ness i~
very weak. Hence, they fail to consecrate and separate unto the vision. As
Reuben was the firstborn , so even
among us are many who, in the natural. should be to all a great example. but over them is written, "thou
shalt not excel." Paul desired to excel.
to obtain a prize. He was sure of heaven, of reunion with the Jesus he
had met on the Damascu s road, but,
being stirred over positions in the
ages to come and about proportio nate
rewards, he desired an incorrup tible
crown. There was no Reubm attitude in Paul.
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Lastly. let us watch Jacob bless
Joseph. He is fruitful. his hands are
made strong, his blessings abound.
Why? He was "separate from his
brethren ." Like him whose bra nchcs
ran over the wall by the well. we may
be fruitful if we abide by the springing well. "O Christ, He is the fountain. The deep sweet well of love."
Like Joseph too, the archers may hate
us but we know "in the world we
sha{[ haue tribulati on" but "we see
Jesus" who has overcome the world.
In I Chron. 5 : l we read that ever
Reuben's birthrigh t passed to Joseph
Oh! bow much depends upon our
holding the purity of the faith and
the steadfast ness of the first love. Let
us be a Joseph- allowin g God to lead
us from a prison to the throne, and
from deep despair to everlastin g ecstasy.
We should be so thankful that we
are among the sons by the "new
birth." As sons let us strive to excel
to the glory of Him who called us
and sealed us unto the day of redemption. Some call it a presump tuous
boasting, but we who are learning the
cross know only too well that "to
excel" demands in us our all.
A
Reuben or a Joseph. which shall we
be?

Getting Into Your Life Work
B)J Harold M. Doxsee
A guide to the .:hoice and pursuit of a vocation,
Parents and teachers will find u.,eful
material to aid in counseling with youn11 l)Cople.
Every young person should read it. Cloth bound.
lllustrated. Price $ 1.00.

The Six Miracle s of Calvary
This message is a source of rcjoicin11 to the
h a.rt• of all true helieveu, strengthening lo the
fearful and faltering, comforting to the depreued and sorrowing. The Rev. Jame• M. Gray,
D.D., personally urge, repeated reading and extended circulation of this book. Table of conlCJ\ts: The Miraculou. Darlene.., The Rendin1
of the Veil, The Miraculous Earthquake , The
Miracle of the Opened Graves, The Unditturbed Grave Clothes of Jesus, Revival ■ to Life i11
the Calvary Graveyard.
Eighty pages, 4 by 7¼ m.. purple art ,tock
coveu tastefully lettered a11d decorated in ,ilver. Five copiet $1.00, Send 20c in ■ la.mp• or
f.ain for .ample copy.
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The Lord's Supp er
HOW THIS SACRAMENT BRINGS BODILY HEALING
By Reu. Robt!rt Patterson, M. A., Brandon, Man.
HE APOSTLE Paul gives us the poured-out wine of which we partake cacy in it? Did God the Father .i-Jermit
warrant for the observance of when we sit at the Lord's table. Thus His only begotten and well-belcvcd
the Lord's Supper in I Cor. 23. we have SALVATION FROM SIN.
Son thus to suffer at the h;.nds of
He lets us know that he had received
But we turn at once, to ask, "Is men and have no p•,rpv·e in it? We
this matter direct from the Lord Jesus that all there is in Christ for us?'' If know that God, the Father, loving
Christ Himself. He is passing on this it were. then we need but one symbol us, gave His Son to die for us upon
truth to the Corinthians, and through in the Sacrament, the poured-out the cross; but we can scarcely believe
them, to the people of God down wine signifying the blood of Christ. that He permitted His Son to suffer
through the centuries. They are to which was shed for us. But we have unnecessarily.
continue to observe this feast in this symbol of Christ's own appointing.
In I Cor. 10: 16. we find another
manner "till He come."
another symbol of Christ's own apWe should look carefully into this pointing, the broken bread. "This is passage that distinguishes the body
passage of God's Word, and see if we My body, which is broken for you." from the blood. "The cup of blessare enjoying all the blessings that are What blessings are secured for us ing which we bless, is it not the comprovided for us through the sufferings through the bruised and broken body munion of the BLOOD of Christ? The
bread which we break, is it not the
and death of Christ, which we com- of Christ?
communion of the BODY of Christ?"
memorate in this feast.
And referring again to I Cor. 11 : 29,
Verse 29 and 30 read: "For he
30, we find that there were those in
that eateth and drinketh unworthily.
the Corinthian Church, who, because
eateth and drinketh damnation (judgthey did not distinguish the Lord's
ment) to himself. not discerning the
body from His blood, were weak and
Lord's body." The translation might
sickly and many were in their graves
be, "Eateth and drinketh judgment to
prematurely, not having claimed the
himself if he does not distinguish the
blessings secured for them through
Lord's body." That is, distinguish
the broken body of Christ.
the Lord's body from His blood. And
be goes on in the next verse to point
We have this truth clearly set forth
out the consequence of thus failing to
in Isa. 5 3: 5, where, after referring to
make this distinction. "For this cause
our salvation from our iniquities, he
(because of this) many are weak and
closes the verse by affirming "and
sickly among you. and many sleep
with His stripes we are healed." Let
(the sleep of death) "-having died
us notice in passing that the word
before their time.
translated stripes in the Hebrew is
In the Sacrament, we have two
singular and not plural and by some
symbols, the bread and wine. The
authorities is translated, "and with
broken bread sets forth the bruised
His BRUISING we are healed." In
and broken body of Christ, which
In Matt. 26, Mark 14 and 15. I Pet. 2: 24 where he quotes this part
was broken for us. The poured-out Luke 2. John 19. we find that Jesus of Isaiah, he uses a singular noun
wine signifies the shed blood of Christ was shamefully treated. They spat in which means, the mark of a blow, a
which was shed for us. In Matt'. His face. Tliey buffeted Him. They weal or welt or BRUISE. So it can
26:28 we have Jesus saying. "For smote Him with the palms of their be translated, "by whose bruising ye
this is My blood of the New Testa- hands. Thev struck Him in the face. were healed." It is surely clear that
ment, which is shed for many for the They crowned Him with thorns. And what is meant there is bodily sufferremission of sins." Also in Hebrews, finally, they stripped Him to the ing, which is brought to our remem9 :26 "Without shedding of blood waist, bound Him to a pillar. and a brance by the broken bread in the
there is no remission." That is. there scourge of thongs wielded by a Roman Sacrament. Further, we find that
is no remission or forgiveness of sin soldier was laid on. until the back of Matt. 8: 16, 17, makes quite plain
without the shedding of blood. This the Eternal Son of God, the Creator what is meant in Isa. 53:5, when he
same truth we find dearly set forth of all things was lacerated and bleed- records that Jesus healed all that WC're
all through the Word of God. And ing. The prophet Isaiah. in chapter sick that it might be fulfilled which
nowhere is it even hinted that forgive- 52, verse 14, foretold all about it was spoken by Esais, the prophet,
ness of sin can be secured in any other where he says, ''His visage was so saying, "Himself took our infirmway. The sacrifices of the Old Testa- marred, more than any man. and his ities and bare our sicknesses."
ment all point to the great sacrifice form more than the sons of men." Th;i.t is, Jesus. in healing the sick fulthat was to come and would be of- So marred was His visage through filled the prophecy of Isaiah concernfered on the cross of Calvary for the the abuse heaped upon Him, that He ing Himself, with His bruising we
sin of the whole world. John the was scarcely recognizable as a human are healed. So we see that in the
Baptist points to Christ, saying, "Be- being. All this He suffered before atonement of Christ there is full prohold, the Lamb of God which taketh His blood was shed upon the cross. vision made for the salvation of the
away the sin of the world." All this
Was all this bodily suff erin~ of our soul from sin, and for the body from
is brought dearly before us in the Saviour necessary? Was there no effi- disease.
Therefore, whatever Jesus
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did for our sins, He did for our infirmities and our sicknesses.
We find a striking illustration of
this two-fold truth also in Exodus,
chapter 12, in the account of the
Passover. Israel was to go out from
the bondage of Egypt in that night.
Pharoah was to be made willing to
let rhe people of God go by the death
angel passing over the land and slaying the first born in every house. In
this great visitation of God in judgment full provision was made for the
safety of God's people. They were
instructed what to do. They were to
take a lamb for a household. The
lamb was to be without blemish, a
male of the first year. The lamb was
to be slain and the blood caught in a
basin. They were to dip a bunch of
hyssop in the blood and strike it upon the lintel and the two side posts of
the door, and no one was to go out of
the door until the morning. And God
said, "When I see the blood, I will
pass over r,;ou."
There was SALVATION for everyone who obeyed God's Word and
sheltered behind the sprinkled blood.
And they were to stay there until the
morning. Thus they had salvation
through the blood. That was typical
of the great sacrifice that was to be
offered on the Cross of Calvary for
the salvation of all who would believe. All this is clearly brought before us in the poured-out wine of
the Lord's Supper. But was that all
that there was in the Passover for the
Israelite? True, He is safe behind
the blood. He bas salvation. But he
still has the body of the Paschal Lamb.
ls it of no use and to be cast away?
No! God gives explicit directions what
is to be done with the body of the
slain lamb. It is to be cooked in a
certain way. It is not to be eaten raw,
nor is it to be sodden with water. It
is to be roasted with fire. Then, having their loins girt their shoes on their
feet, their staff in their hand, ready
for the journey, they were to partake of the body of the lamb that
they might have strength for that
journey. God was teaching them thus
in a very vivid way that He would
supply all their bodily needs on the
journey that lay before them.
So we find in I Cor. 5: 7 that even
Christ, our Passover, is sacrificed for
us. Jn Him surely we have salvation
from sin through His shed blood:
now just as surely have we in Him
full provision made for all of our
bodily needs. For in the Christ who
fulfills the type there is even more
than was foreshadowed in the paschal

lamb, slain that night in Egypt so
long ago.
So when we who are the children
of God through faith in Jesus Christ .
have the privilege of sitting again at
the Communion Table of our Lord,
let us ask for faith not simply to discern the Lord's blood, but to discern
or distinguish the Lord's body in the
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bruised and broken bread and to claim
the bodily blessings that He has purchased for us at the cost of His own
bodily sufferings. If eating unworthily brought weakness and sickness and
even premature death to many in
Corinth. surely partaking worthily
will bring to us the fullness of blessing for both body and soul.

Palestine and Prosperity
. B~siness improved so fast 0, Pales-tme in 19~3 - 1934 that a decline was
feared dunng 1935. But the annual
report of the Britis~ Government t?
the League of 1';1at1ons says that 1t
was far exceeded m 1934-35.
A few years ago it took more than
sixty acres of land to support a family. Today, with irrigation and intensive cultivation, only five acres are
needed.
Great stretches of waste and sandy
soil along the shores of the Mediterranean, north and south of Jaffa, have
been transformed into beautiful
orange groves. During the past year
more than 7,000,000 boxes of oranges were exported from Palestine.

depression, simply the result of human effort and enterprise, or has it a
deeper significance? Those who believe_the Bible are convinced that prophec1es. recorded centuries ago are rapidly being fulfilled in Palestine today.
For example, in the book of Isaiah
written more than 2,500 years ago'.
chapter 61. verse 4, are these words:
"And they shall build the old wastes
they shall raise up the former desola~
tions, and they shall repair the waste
citie~, t~; desolations of many generatzons. About the same time Jeremiah 31: 3 8-40 foretold the bound~ries of the future Jerusalem, and it
is a fact that the city is being rebuilt
along those lines today.
George T. B. Davis, a world trav~ler and ~riter of experience, traveled
m Palestme this past summer. He
11
f h
k
te s o t ese remar able developments, and many others, in a clear,
·
d
conc1~e, an. thorou_gbly ,interesting
style ma senes of articles in The Sunday School Times. The articles will
be illustrated by photographs made
only this summer during Mr. Davis'
journey through the Holy Land.

lt is estimated that the potential
value of the potash, bromine, and
other salts of the Dead Sea water is
four times the wealth of the United
States.
Palestine conta1·ns no natural barbor. Haifa was chosen as the most
suitable city for the construction of
a harbor, and it was built at a cost of
more than $5,000,000.
It was
opened two years ago, and already
Haifa has becom~ one of the impor250 BIBLE BlOGRAPHIES
tant seaports of the Mediterranean.
By Fran+ S. M~ad
Here are two hundred and fifty short biograHaifa is also the western terminus
of the great pipe line carrying oil al- phies, portraits in miniature of the men and women who lived in the Bible, from Adam to Onesimost a thousand miles from Mesop~ mus.
Some are great names. Moses, Elijah, Jeretamia. Tankers in the harbor receive miah, Jesus. Peter, Paul. And some are not
so
oil direct from this line. Over 9,000 gTeal: Methuselah, lssachar. Pekah, Pul. Good
men were employed for more than or bad, noble or debased, saint, or sinner, they are
eighteen months in laying the twelve drawn in true c:olors, as God made them, with no
al~mpt lo camouOage their wealrnenes nor to
inch steel pipes electrically welded to- over
emphasize their strength. Though
sketch
gether. 5,500 tons of oil arrived at is distinct and separate in it..,!f, a true each
"biography
Haifa in a single day.
done in mosaic," yet they are ,o connected in the
One of the greatest enterprises in narrative as to tell the whole romantic story of
the Bible in terms of deathless pcnonalitics. Mr,
modern Palestine is the Rutenberg Mead
has simply tried to retell, for our own
hydro-electric power plant on the Jor- generation. the greatest story in the
world. a
dan river, to furnish electric light and etory alive with men and women who arc the very
industrial power throughout the kind of folk you meet in your office, or on the
land. The plant, with its three giant •lrcel. $LOO.
turbines, a few miles south of the PUTTING THE CHURCH ON A FULL
Sea of Galilee, has a capacity of 25,
TIME BASIS
500 horse power.
The laboratory method in church administra•
Is this amazing prosperity in the tion, a llc:i:iblc but definitely conceived program
little land of Palestine, when the for the pastor who would make hi• church a
world still staggers under financial vital force in the community. Price $1.00.
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Bethel Home News
Dear Friends:
Another month of real fine New
England weather has gone, and again
we are praising the Lord for good
health and supplies enough to get us
through the month.
We truly praise the Lord and thank
Him for His care and keeping; without Him the doors of Bether Home
would soon close.
We thank a few friends for $17 .50
toward our coal bill. This pays for
about half of the first load received a
few days ago and will last us until
about November 15th. If you are
interested in helping to keep the old
people warm this winter a donation
for this purpose will be appreciated
and gladly received.
We are asking the Lord to give us
a Thanksgiving this year such as He
may choose, and that will be pleasin~ to Him, and we pray that He may
do so for all our friends.
What is your religion doing to
your character?
When I was quite young the Lord
sought me and I did not refuse His
wooing as there was something about
it that I had never known, as my
mother died when I was a child, depriving me of real mother love and
much character-building teaching and
training without which no one is
qualified to battle the storms of life.
So far as I now remember I accepted
the first call and immediately set my
face toward Him who had shown
such love to me, and my search began
for the things that make real men of
character such as are accepted for the
records of Heaven. My first introduction was a story of the Bible and followed at once by reading the Bible
through three times. I purposed in
my heart to follow the teachings in
the God-given book. I have never
needed or used any other. Mv experience has taught me to avoid, keep
clear of and not entangle myself with
any religion or form of religion that
may permit anything to influence me
from the character found in Him who
loved us and washed us in His own
blood.
Our small supply of crops are now
all harvested and we praise the Lord
for what He has so graciously given
us. We have a good supply of a few
vegetables. Our potato crop w::is very
light, and our supply of canned goods
much less than last year. By reducing
our flock of chickens to about fifty we

By J. J. Corum
hope to save expense and labor and
still produce enough eggs for our own
use.
We are having more than the
usuitl call for free 1iterature and so far
none have been refused, but we have
been compelled to reduce the quantity
sent out. Some of our friends have
been verv faithful to help keep this
good work going, but our free litera~-¼-~~

Not because Thou givest me
Life from care and sorrow free
Do I thank Thee Lord, todar;;
But because in life's dark hour,
Thou hast given peace and power
To suMain me on the way.
Not for gift of wealth or fame
Do I praise Thy kingly name
Kneeling now with grateful heart;
Bur for home. for friends, and health,
Greater gifts than fame or wealth.
Blessings of 17}!}_; life a part.
Not because the earth is bright
With a wealth of JOCJ and light
Do I thank Thee, Lord Divine;
But because ,n Home above
Life eternal speaks Thy love
And the hope of HMven is mine.
- Kate Louise \Vheeler.
(>.~~~.,~~">~-;;.¥~_;.~~ ~-}';-<

ture fund is not sufficient to supply
anything like our calls. Your help
along this line will surely be appreciated by those who are faithful in
distributing this literature and only
the Lord will know the result.
Please help us increase our bundle
list of Word and Work, your church
and neighborhood needs them. Your
donation to Bethel Home will bring
you free a bundle of Word and Work.
Our offer to send Word and Work
until January 1937 for $1.00 for all
new subscriptions is still good. Mention this notice when subscribing.
Remember next month is the month
several subscriptions expire and help
us by renewing at once.
We have a good supply of more
than 150 different tracts, help get
them to those needing them, many
can do more by distributing good
tracts than any other way, if you
cannot distribute them get them for
others. We will ship you 1 ! 0 pounds
for $30.00 f.o.b., this city.

We have had a number of requests
for the article "Public Enemy No.
One" to be put in tract form which
may be done soon. If you can use a
good supply please advise me direct
at cnce about bow many you will
purchase. A postal card will be sufficient. The price will be the same as
other tracts. This article was on the
front page of October Word and
Work.
Brother Albert Weaver of Springfield, Mass., who bas made several
tours of Palestine was with us October, twenty first, showing a larget
selection of pictures which were very
entertaining and instructive to all in
the Home and friends who were
present,
Evangelist George Hayes of Houston, Texas. preached for us Sunday,
October 27th. We gladly wekome
any minister. or other visitors any
time and will be very glad if more of
our ministers woufd come in and help
us out in our meetings Sunday mornings, Tuesday and Thursday evenings. Visitors to all our meetings are
welcome.
One of our good neighbors called
a few days ago and invited us to her
orchard to get apples. Our matron
and printer with some of the old
ladies made two trips to the orchal'd
bringing in several bushels. Praise
the Lord for some good neighbors.
God bless you.
God is in the heart that bleeds when
others suffer.
The man who lives for himself is
engaged in a very small business.
We hear much said these days
about the backslidden churches, the
powerless church and many other
criticisms, and usually those who do
the talking are doing nothing to help
the situation. Let all our people try
this remedy and see the results; this
applies especially to all preachers and
churches: pay your debts at once if
possible and refrain from making
other debts. We cannot be dishonest
with our fellow men and honest with
God. Pay your debts, pay your
tithes and see the greatest out.pouring
of the Holy Spirit since the day of
Pentecost.
SPECIAL: Those knowing themselves to be in debt to us will do us
a special favor at this time by making
a remittance to apply on or cover
their account as we must have fuel
and supplies at once, and remember
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we are paying cash for everything we
purchase. We are not asking for or
receiving credit, and when possible
we are reducing old debts incurred by
those in charge before our arrival.
We trusted you when you asked for
credit. Can we trust you now?
\Ve would gladly visit you and
your church if we had the time. We
are working day and night to keep
things going here. We love fellowship of all the saints Visit us. God
bless you.
MERIDEN, CONN.
Sadie Evn, cirl evan1elut, begu a 1erie, of
,neeting5 on October 6th at Glad Tidin~• Aue111-

bly, 59 Church Street, of which Rev. Harper u
pa,tor.
FITCHBURG, MASS.
Beniamin A. Baur ha, been conducting a ■
eun,eli,tic campaign at the church of which
ReT. Ray Gordon i• pastor.
CAMBRIDGE.
SS.
George Hayes of Dallas,
a, begins a two
week, camp~1gn October 271 at Bethel Taberaacle, corner Prospect and Au,tin Streets near
Central Square, Rev. anJ Mr.. R. A. Babcoct,

Pa,lor, .

NATICK, MASS.
The people in and about Welle ley Park and
Natick and near by towns are gathering_ Sunday
afternoons at the Community Church on \Vdletley
Road, Easl Natick, an,l R ev. Alfred Wight is
J.>n,tor. Servttc are held on Wednesday and Friday evenin~• in the home, of member,.
KENNEBUNK, MAI 'E
I am writin1 lo send a report of the wonderful Convenhon that has just clo ed al KenneLunk, Maine. It .....u held in the Pcntcco,tal
Chapel at Kennebunk Landing.
Was well
allended and at the evening muting, the Chapel
wa, full to over-flowin11, 111any 1landin1 out1ide,
Sewral ministc11ng brother, and 11,teu wcr•
prc•enl and prcact.-d a FULL co,nL. Thi, w..
one of the bcot conveabon, ever held at the
Landing. Sinncu ""'" aaved, believers brou1ht
nearer the Lord, the !iclr. were healed and one
dear one received the Bapti m of the Holy Spirit
in all it, fullness. A Catholic 111an and wife
were sand. He had never been ia a Protcslaat
meel1nz b.efore.
The work is till go1n1 on. Pray for Kean••
bunk Landini. From one of the worlteu prueat.

Brother Georae Sto.nle ha, ,a ro c.d J,., time
lo a t as Organ,ur. II an) am,mbly wi,hin lo
re-operate with us will plea,e write t the Sttrerary, we will arrange for Brother Stanley lo
Tisit you.
Our motto u .. <.;hrisl for all, and all fer
Christ." Our great,ot de 11e is to build up our
I m• mw1tn1 and end forth laborers into the
frireiin fields. In thi, pre,rnl day we nttd people who wi 1I ,tand 6rm in the batt c of life.
We hope and pray thi,I all the pastors of the
di!crenl a.. cmb'.1•s ..,,jll ,co-opcrak with u, to
p ..,h t' i, 1r•al balllc for Kini Jesu• Chmt i, our
G«al Leader.
We b.elievc this will be a ,ucce ■- if we faithfully pray and 10 '"e ask the assembli<> to pray
for thi, orl:, May Cod lay 1h11 on our heart
and 11i ve u• ,nore muS1cnary zeal.
Our Si,kr Wilhelmina DeMerchant brou ht
us a marvelous talk on organization, also iatcr
hrt!c Hawthorn and Brother Paul Hazlett of
Houlton 1pokc to the young people concernma
this. Sister Louise Twist of Banior spoke on
how the youna people of that assembly were
helping lo ,upport a youn~ mi ..ionarv in China.
There arc vounR people idle today who if
they had a chance could be working for the
Lord. The devil has so much lo offer these days
to turn us a,ide from !hi, way. but the Lord has
111urh more in "that great e:ernal city,"
\Ve hope lo have vouna peoples' rallie, from
now on until the Lord Come,. D. V. Those w1Shin1 our asmtance to build up the youna people
rl a•e write to anyone of the following officers:
Fred H. How , Rothwell, Queens Co.,
• 8 .;
Roland I. G,e • Mars Hill, Me.; Lila B. Ache,on, St. Stephen,
. 8, Box 67,; George V$.I.
S•anley, 129 We,t St. John St., St. John, '.B.
PA.SADENA, C LIF.
Grertinvs in the
amc of our Lord I
It seem• strange to be "way out in California"
11gain. And although it seems lovely lo meet old
friends and greet lond oae, and relatives &3ai■ ,
we •till do not fed al home in this land of burnt
hill, a11d torrid 110ons and chilly iaorni11ga and
nening•. Bui 110 doubt we will bee e a.cclima!cd and will l(et over pinin• for New Englalld
late• u1d beautiful scenery I After all, "henea
ia our home" and-"wc don't feel at home ia
this world any more," •• the ,en ti men I in the
,on~s expres1.
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and yet that i, ,.,bat the Lord !cem, lo have
rla1111ed for u• , .., here we arc teaching in tha
Sc•uthern California Br le School and acceptio11
•!' nins, on week ends.
The Lord i, 1:-lening in the school and they
have on of th, lar1c1t enrollment they hav•
had for s,,veral y<'&ra. There is a nry promi,ing atudrnt body and we arc looltin11 for rul
Sf•tritual ble •mg,.- Carl cmJ Mora Hatch.
SUS
. DU 'C !',I
!\11 • usan
. Dunc~n of Rochester, N. Y ..
pa••ed away lo le with the Lord on October Isl.
he we, eighty-enc y,a,. of a~e.
Throui>h the work of the Duncan sisters the
Elim F a,th 'V$.'ork and Bible School were cstabli,hed. Here they publi•hed for many years the
mai.u 1ne called "Trust.'' and trained young men
and yocnn "
en 1n the Bible,
\\ e have on b d a number of Sisler Duncan•,
1plend1d book entitled, "TALKS AeouT FAITH,"
which "e ,cit for liftv cent>. It i• a neatlv cloth
bound book coal&nmg 156 page , with "Thouvhta
oa Our T rtunmg in a Faith Life" and will encoura.ae e-rcry Chmtian and incrcue theu faid..
SPRINGFIELD, MO.
Evangdi,1 Emma Taylor began a revival al
the A,umbly of God Church on October 20th.
A oacrcd concert wa, also conducted by Alexander Kaminsky, a Jew and former 1mpenal vtolini,t of Rusoia.
There are now eiphl Assembly of God churchu
•• Spun field, and many in the nearby town,.
WHE, THE PRINCE C ME
A wonderful slorv of the birth of Christ told
1n a way that will interest all young people. The
atory cc,mmencei
the enrollment of the people, th<1r meetings, prerarahons for the journey,
the vi111 to the city, the departure. tho c who
,tayed at home. the return. disturbing thoughts,
and the final chapter, \\ hen the Prince Came.
Thirty-mo pag.-s of ivory stocl: m black ink.
and , llu tralic,ns in red throughout the book.
The extended cover is embo,sed in Rold and
blaclt, and a ,u1tablc full-colored picture 11
mounted in the plate-marked frame on the cover.
Thi book , ·ill make a ,,.al gift at Chri,tma time,
or, in fact, DD)' other lime, Size of book 5¼ x 7 1
incheo, complete "'1th envelope to match •toe\:, 2Sc.

Bdie,,e it or 1101, we had no hankcrin~ to
"1pc11d the winter 1n California for the climate"

~

,,.,h

Satan's Last Dread Counterfeit
A Bible portrait of the Dragon, the Antichrist,

v. o~ ov. o~ ov. o~ ov.o~ ov. o~ ov.o~ ov.o~ ov.o~ ov. PE
"HE Tl!AJ" , 0WET!I BOUNTIFULLY ~HALL

- F.mma F. Cui/d,
GOSPEL GLEANERS OF MAINE AND
MARTIME PROV! CES
\Ve appreciate hav1n11 a day ,et aside at
Newcutle Bridge for our Youna People, Au1.
20, 1935. A, we talked over the condition., of
the Youn1 People today, we found that we
needed ,omething to hold u, toatthcr in these
days, We were ,tirred al heart u we listened to
the di ffcrenl te,timonies of the young people from
d,ff crenl usemblic, and realized th al 1omethin11
lli\u1l be done quickly.
Therefore we org;iniz.cd a youna people,' 10•
citly and chose officer, u follow,: Pre.idenl.
Fred H. Horne; Vice President, Roland L
Green: Secretary and T rea,urer, Lila B. Achen; l·ield Secretary and Or11an1zer, Georae W.
Stanley.
Our aim is to or1anize and brina the youna
people 10 clo,er contact with each other. In
order lo do •!,;, we mu,1 organize a young ~ pie, aroup '° <>cry r,vmblv with local ollicen
and all '\li.urlina uuJ•r ~ H&s.1\n ,tion .
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My Thanksgiving and Christmas

V.
c:>

Offering to Bethel Home

c:>

p.

c:>

~
c:>

V.
c:>
~
c:>

7:7.
c:>
~
c:>

V.

As a th::nk offering for the Lord
at this glad season of the year I am
sending $ - - - to furnish coal anJ
lood for Bethel Home. the only incorporated Pentecostal Home for Aged
in Americ;i.
"Tl!AT

THE.RE

MAY BE

MEAT IN

MINE llOUSE" (Mal. 3: JQ},
1111!0 Me" (M,111, 2S:40).

'/na,mucl, a, ve Juno Jone it unto th, lea,I ye l,u~e done ,t

=

~
<=>

wa to v. o~ ov. o!:! ov. o~ ouo~ ov. o~ ov. o~ ov. o!:1 ov. o. · 10~
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Word and Work

The Best Bargain
We Have

Ever Known
¥

A $3.00 HOLMAN
TEACHERS'
REFERENCE BIBLE
No.4308
Special
Price

$' 2• 00 Postpaid

Durable M or o e e 6 Grain
Bind_ing, Carmine Edges, Overlappmg Cover , Gold Titles.
Self - pronouncing w i t b
complete column references
1400 pages, including over 300
pages of ~elps to Bible Study.
A Practical Course in Bible
Reading, R e a d y Reference
Hand Book of Biblical History
Tabular Chronologies an J
Specially Arranged Subjects,
Complete Concordance, Four
Thousand Questions and Answers on the Old and New
Testaments, Indexed Atlas to
the Holy Bible, including Maps
in colors on enameled paper.

COMPACT IN SIZE
LIGHT IN WEIGHT
Printed on finest thin Bible
paper and measuring only
4¾. x 6~ x 1 inches.
~

$..:iitable for Adults, Young
Folks, Teachers and
Bible Students
~

THUMB INDEX
50 Cents Extra

13 And leaving Nitz',!,-rllth, he came
and dwelt in ~per'na,-il.m, wbloh is
upon the sea coast, lu tlrn IJorders of
Zab'u-lon and 1'H!pJ)!th:i,.IIn1:
14 Tbat It mlght he iulfllled which
was spoken by lt-§ii.'ias the prophet,

SEND ORDERS TO
V✓ ORRERS '

UNION

7 Auburn St .. Fr,1m;ng;ham Mass.

Socialism Exposed
666 the NRA and Red R1..Ssia
La,test development• in

prophecy, by A

Simt.

2k

the lisht of

Thia prophetic book, which pre1enb the Drama
of the End-Time in a most graphic way, deal,
with such important question, as: What lies just
ahead?
Are the Church and the Kingdom
eynonymous? Will Christ reign on David',
throne? Will Jerusalem ever fall again? Ii
,hows that etrilt.e,, revolutions, wan, famines,
moral collapse and apostasy, with the overthrow
of Democracy, will be the order of the day.
Price 25c,

Streams in the Desert

.
Identical in aim and spirit with Anar•
chy and Bolshevjsm, By A. Sims. 25c.

Contains Seventy-live
revival
oongs and hymn•.
Price $10 per 100.
We believe that
for a book of thi1
character, size, and
price, we have the
Ill
best selection of
hymns ever compiled. While primarily intended for
revival use. it can
be used to advan·
tage in young peo·
pie's meetings, Sun•
day schools, community gatherings, or whenever
a small hymnal is needed.

B:y Om,ald /. Smith

Specimen of Printr-Full Width of Page
Christ is ternpted. He beginneth to preach.
ST. MATTIIEW, 4, 5.

CHRISTIAN

We unhesitatingly state this to be the most
serviceable, durable and sati•factory •tyle and
design on the market, made in the finest quality
aluminum.
The interlocking trays can be stacked on one
baae, and each tray becomes • cover for lhe one
underneath. Neither the base nor the cover i,
absolutely necesoary, but add to the appearance
of the Service.
The glasses are exll'a quality, pure. plain cry.ta! glass, easy to keep dean, and do not easily
break. The base of the glass is concave, lo prevent sediment from collecting.
THE F1LLER, All the glasses in one tray can be
6lled in little more than a minute with the patent
filler.
Tray with forty glasses .... . ...... . $6.50
Tray with thirty-live glasses . . ..... 625
Tray with thirty glassct , , ......... 6.00
Base .... , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25
Cover ... , .. , ...•.....••... , .. , . . 2.25
Patent Filler ................... , . 5.00

What Will Happen Next?

~

f3 ,r '!hen cometh Je'~us • from A. D. 2J1.
Gl1l'T-lee to Jll1·1 di!,u unto JOhn, to 1____
be l)aptize<l of blm.
14 But JOlln forb:id him, saying, I
ouAP 3·
have need 1,o tie baptized of tllee, rob., . ..,_
and comest tllou to me?
, Dan. 9 , 2-1.

Individual Communion Ware

Beacon Lights of Prophecy
New book on prophecy by Rev, A.
Sims. Just out! 25c.

The Harlot Woman
Cod's picture of the coming universal
church. 30c po,tpaid.

B:y Mr1. Cha,. E. Co11>man
One of the choicest of devotional books.
Through experiences of deep sorrow and test•
ing the compiler learned lo know Him who
one day will wipe all lean from our eyes.
The dominant note through all the daily reading~ is comfort. It is a rare gift book. Art
Fabrikoid bindini, Price $1.50, postaie ISc.

